Abstract-Computational complexity has been the primary challenge of many VLSI CAD applications. The emerging multicore and manycore microprocessors have the potential to offer scalable performance improvement. How to explore the multicore resources to speed up CAD applications is thus a natural question but also a huge challenge for CAD researchers. Indeed, decades of work on general-purpose compilation approaches that automatically extracts parallelism from a sequential program has shown limited success. Past work has shown that programming model and algorithm design methods have a great influence on usable parallelism. In this paper, we propose a methodology to explore concurrency via nondeterministic transactional algorithm design, and to program them on multicore processors for CAD applications. We apply the proposed methodology to the min-cost flow problem which has been identified as the key problem in many design optimizations, from wire-length optimization in detailed placement to timing-constrained voltage assignment. A concurrent algorithm and its implementation on multicore processors for min-cost flow have been developed based on the methodology. Experiments on voltage island generation in floorplanning demonstrated its efficiency and scalable speedup over different number of cores.
I. INTRODUCTION VLSI computer-aided design (CAD) software for multi-billion transistor IC design has become increasingly complex and requires more and more computation resources. This challenge can potentially be mitigated by emerging multicore and manycore systems. Since 2004, multicore microprocessor has become the main engine of mainstream servers and personal computers [6] , [7] . Nowadays, it is rare to see uni-core processors even in laptop computers, and servers often come with eight cores on one or two CPUs. Therefore, it is natural to hope that manycores available in modern computers may be effectively utilized to speed up CAD programs. However, numerous unsuccessful past attempts have shown that, programming model has great influence on usable parallelism; without exploring concurrency in algorithm design, it is impossible to achieve reasonable speedup in multicore or manycore systems.
Recently, multicore parallel CAD has drawn significant attention in the design automation field [2] , [5] , [21] , [30] . Various existing techniques to explore program concurrency have been borrowed for parallel CAD programming.
Automated parallelization is a compilation approach that extracts parallelism from a sequential program. It has been extensively investi-gated for many years, but has shown limited success [26] . The general consensus in the community is that a program's automaticallyexploitable concurrency is generally fixed by the programming or the programmer's way of thinking. Conventional sequential programming heavily limits a program's usable concurrency.
Message passing approaches such as MPI [24] explicitly implement a computation by multiple processes that work in separate memory spaces and synchronize via passing messages. It is easy to understand. However, the programming model is at a low abstraction level, closer to the physical platform. Similar to assembly language programming, it requires the programmer to think in physical details and the (even more difficult) concurrent execution of processes. Furthermore, such a program needs to be redesigned for different generations of many-core processors.
Threading (or multithreading) implements a computation using multiple threads that share a common memory space and can be executed concurrently. Thread synchronizations are most commonly achieved by locking. However, coarse-grain locking does not perform well, while fine-grain locking is error-prone. Common problems in fine-grain locking include deadlock and the inability to compose program fragments that are correct in isolation [9] . In addition, it is not known how a programmer can come up with a multithreaded program with correctness guarantee.
Transactional memory is a shared memory model proposed by Herlihy et al. [10] . Instead of locking a set of memory elements before accessing them, a program using transactional memory marks some blocks of instructions transactions. A transaction is a state change that happens atomically. A runtime implementation of transactional memory, either via software or hardware, may speculatively execute many transactions in different threads. If there is no conflict among these transactions, concurrency is effectively explored. Otherwise, only one of the conflicting transactions is permitted to take effect and the others are aborted.
In this paper, we identify the nondeterministic transactional programming model (as in UNITY [3] and TLA+ [16] ) as the most effective algorithm design approach for exploring concurrency. There is a systematic algorithm design methodology for such a model that is natural for problem solving and constructs an algorithm together with its correctness proof. More importantly, the correctness of the algorithm allows nondeterminacy in execution order of the commands. Two such commands can be executed concurrently if there is no conflict. We believe that the nondeterministic atomic command model is perhaps the closest to concurrency while still manageable in our brain. We also advocate a design principle to create many small local commands for concurrency exploration. Philosophically, program parallelization is a trade-off between communication and load balancing. Optimizing both is often possible, if we create many short actions with nondeterministic order. Starting with such an algorithm, we also develop an approach to programming it in such a way that we only need to program and compile it once to run on machines with different cores. We believe such a feature is important to achieve scalable performance speedup on multicore architectures which will double the core number in each generation.
To test and demonstrate such a multicore CAD programming method, we select the min-cost network flow problem and develop a multicore parallel program for it. There are tens of different CAD problems that can be formulated as min-cost flow problem or solved via min-cost flow as the key subroutine. These include voltage assignment [20] , gate sizing [28] , clock skew optimization [18] , retiming [29] , floorplan area minimization [19] , placement wire minimization [27] , etc. In general, many CAD problems need to minimize a weighted summation of element costs under the timing constraint in terms of the longest path delay or the maximal delay-toregister ratio on the cycles. Such a problem is very close in structure to the dual problem of the min-cost flow, as will be explained in Section II. There was theoretical study of parallel algorithms for min-cost flow problem [22] . However, practical multicore parallel program is still needed.
One of the most recent applications of the min-cost flow technique to CAD is the voltage assignment in voltage island floorplanning [20] , [17] , [12] . Different supply voltages need to be assigned to different blocks to minimize the total power consumption under the constraint that the longest delay is upper bounded. Such a problem can be formulated as the dual problem of the convex-cost network flow, which is then translated into a min-cost flow problem [20] . We apply our multicore parallel program to the voltage island floorplanning problem and demonstrate the effectiveness and scalability of our approach.
The contributions of the paper include a nondeterministic transactional algorithm design method for exploring concurrency, a systematic approach to program such an algorithm for multicore platforms, their application in developing an efficient multicore program for the min-cost flow problem, and the application of the program to speed up voltage island floorplanning. Furthermore, such an approach is applicable to other algorithmic problems in CAD.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the voltage island assignment problem is formulated as the dual of min-cost flow problem. A nondeterministic transactional algorithm for min-cost flow problem is developed in Section III, and the general methodology for mapping such a transactional algorithm to parallel program on a multicore platform is described in IV. Speedup improvement techniques for solving the voltage assignment problem on multicore is introduced in V. The effectiveness of the proposed methodology is demonstrated through experiments in Section VI. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section VII.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Many CAD problems, especially timing-constrained design optimization problems, center around minimizing implementation cost under various timing constraints. When signal arrival time in the design is considered, and the implementation cost of an element is a function of its delay, such a problem can usually be formulated as the following mathematical program.
where the decision variables are p (arrival time) and d (element delay). The function costij(d) computes the element cost to achieve a delay of d. It is a non-increasing function, and is usually convex, meaning that speeding up an element is more difficult at higher speed zone. Recently, voltage island generation has become an important CAD problem because of the thermal issues in modern VLSI designs [20] . Multiple different supply voltages will be applied to different blocks to minimize the power consumption while satisfying the timing constraints. It is also desirable that blocks with the same supply voltages be placed together in order to minimize the power/ground network. The central problem in voltage island generation is the timing-constrained voltage assignment problem which can be formulated as follows. The discrete requirement will be first relaxed to get a continuous solution, which will then be rounded by a heuristic. The continuous timing-constrained voltage assignment problem and the general formulation as discussed above can be translated into the following formulation, which is the dual of the min-cost network flow problem.
Its dual, the min-cost flow problem, is given as follows.
The Karush-Kuhn-Tucker condition [25] for both the primal and dual problems is the same and given as follows.
They are necessary and sufficient conditions for both the primal and the dual problems. Any correct algorithm need to satisfy them as its post-conditions, which must be true at the end of the algorithm.
III. NONDETERMINISTIC TRANSACTIONAL ALGORITHM DESIGN FOR CONCURRENCY We propose to use a nondeterministic transactional programming method to explore concurrency in algorithm design. Such a method can be traced back to Dijkstra's guarded commands [4] , which had been later developed into UNITY [3] . In UNITY, every algorithm is composed of an initialization followed by a loop of guarded commands. No order is imposed on the commands. When the condition (i.e., guard) is valid for a command, it can be selected for execution. The correctness of the algorithm does not depend on the execution order of the commands, but depends on the atomic execution of each command. Lamport further demonstrated in his TLA [16] that such a model can be used to naturally specify any system including reactive systems.
We believe nondeterministic transactional programming is suitable for multicore algorithm design, based on the following reasons.
First, thinking and reasoning about arbitrary asynchronous concurrent actions are difficult for human brains, since the possibilities are exponential. Fortunately, reasoning on isolated actions without restricting their ordering is within our capabilities, thanks to the concept of invariant and mathematical induction. Second, there is a systematic algorithm design method for this model that employs assertional proof techniques [23] , [15] to guarantee correctness, as the fruit of many years' research on programming theory. Finally, high performance can be achieved by concurrently executing many actions, as long as conflicts are rare, which is common in practice and has been confirmed by transactional memory research [10] . Therefore, one principle we use to explore concurrency in algorithm design is to produce as many small actions as possible.
We will now develop an algorithm for the min-cost flow problem using the nondeterministic transactional programming method to explore concurrency. The post-condition of the algorithm is P 0 ∧ P 1 ∧ P 2 as defined in the previous section. An important design decision in the method is to select a predicate within the post-condition as the invariant and use the remaining as the loop goal. Here we simply select P 0 as the invariant which can be easily satisfied by an initialization f := 0.
When P 1 is not true, there must be at least two nodes whose inflows are not equal to their out-flows. The node excess is defined as
A node with positive excess is defined to be active. Under a given f , the residual edges E(f ) are defined as the edges where an extra flow can be added. Decreasing a flow on an edge is equal to adding the flow on the reverse direction. Formally,
is not (i.e., backward edge). For an active node i, we want to push flows from i over residual edges to its neighbors. But such an operation may introduce a residual edge in the reverse direction. We define the reduced cost of an edge (i, j) as
With the definitions, the post-condition P 2 can be simplified as
To satisfy P 1 while not to violate P 2, we only push flow over (i, j) with w p (i, j) < 0, which is called an admissible edge, giving the first guarded command in the algorithm (Figure 1 ). When there is no admissible edge from an active i, we will relabel it by increasing p(i) by /2, giving the second command. When P 2 is not true, there will be a residual edge (i, j) with w P (i, j) < − . We can simply remove such an edge by filling its capacity, giving the third command. Now a tricky problem is how to decide the potential changing step in the second command. A larger step will render more valid residual edges for pushing flows out of i, but may give more residual edges violating P 2. As a trade-off, we can gradually reduce until < 1/|V |, giving the fourth command. In summary, the whole algorithm is given in Figure 1 , where
It is actually Goldberg's min-cost flow algorithm, and its correctness and complexity are given in the following theorem. Such an algorithm exposes much concurrency since it has 2|E| + |V | + 1 actions.
Theorem 1: Goldberg's algorithm in Figure 1 is correct under nondeterministic atomic execution of the guarded commands. The number of iterations is upper bounded by IV. MULTICORE PROGRAMMING OF NONDETERMINISTIC TRANSACTIONAL ALGORITHM Even though a nondeterministic transactional algorithm can be naturally designed and formally proved correct, as demonstrated in the previous section, no current existing programming platform supports it. In this section, we will leverage existing mechanism and develop a systematic approach for mapping such an algorithm to a multithreading program for multicore platforms. An outstanding feature of the approach is that the program only needs to be developed once and can then take advantage of different number of cores in a platform.
A. General Methodology
It is tempting to create a thread for each guarded command in the transactional algorithm; the many number of threads will be automatically scheduled by the OS to available cores, and the atomicity can be enforced with simple locking or transactional memory. However, since the OS has no knowledge of the operations in the threads, it might preempt a thread doing useful thing by a busy-waiting one. Even worse, a thread could be preempted in the middle of a (atomic) transaction, increasing the chance of conflict or abortion, not to mention the overhead of scheduling and managing the threads. Another plausible approach is to have one thread take care of a group of guarded commands. For example, four threads may be created for the four groups of commands in Goldberg's algorithm in Figure 1 . However, due to instance-dependent dynamics of execution, the number of iterations for each command is unknown and could change dramatically, making load balance hard to achieve, if not impossible. The same is true for static task partitioning based on data (for example, on V or E in Figure 1) .
After careful examination of many plausible ideas, we propose the following general method to implement a nondeterministic transactional algorithm on a multicore platform: Each core will have all the code and be able to execute every guarded command; which command is executed will depend on which data are available and controlled by each core. The data (or their tokens) will be moved dynamically among the cores. Because of the universality of the cores, no data need to be moved if not for the purpose of load balancing. Data affinity is thus preserved.
We leverage the mechanism of multithreading to create a thread for each core. Such a thread is created at the beginning of the program and will last till the end of the program. It is ideal for each thread to keep running on a core during the program execution. From now on, core and thread will be used interchangeably. In order to manage the control of data (or tasks) among the threads, a queue will be maintained as a globally shared data structure. Each thread will fetch control tokens from the queue when it finishes its current work, and will release tokens to the queue based on its schedule. Dynamic load balancing is thus attainable through self-discipline. Since the execution of a command will change the state thus may render more valid guards, all threads need to be synchronized in order to detect that all guards are false thus the program can be terminated.
Applying the general method, we can map Goldberg's algorithm in Figure 1 into a multithreaded program with the identical thread program in Figure 2 . We maintain a global queue Q to hold the nodes whose excess flow or reduced cost condition will enable the corresponding push/relabel commands. A thread repeatedly tries to fetch a bunch of nodes into its local input buffer qin. Then, it exams the nodes in qin and their associated edges one by one to see whether they enable the first three groups of commands in Figure 1 . If a guarded command is enabled, the thread carries out the corresponding action such as push, relabel or fill on the node or edge. The actions, as are parenthesized in Figure 2 , should be executed as an atomic transaction, in order to guarantee the correctness of the program. The atomicity can be achieved by using conventional mutual exclusion or modern transactional memory [10] . An action such as push will probably introduce more valid guarded commands because pushing a flow toward a node may make it active. The newly active nodes are stored in the local output buffer qout and are later on flushed to Q.
If a thread fails to fetch any active nodes from Q, which means that Q is currently empty, it becomes idle. Then it tries to synchronize with other threads in order to know their status. The detail of global synchronization (Sync on idle in Figure 2 ) will be discussed in the next subsection. When all the threads are idle, the fourth guarded command is enabled, and is reduced. With reduced , the first three group of guarded commands may becomes valid again. To enable their examination, all nodes will be activated and added to Q. Each thread will repeat the process until < 1/|V |. Then all threads terminate and the program completes. Our implementation of transactional algorithm on multicore machine overcomes many disadvantages of other possible approaches discussed above. Firstly, with long-living threads, the overhead of thread creation and termination is largely reduced. Second, since each thread is bound with a core, it is much less likely to be preempted during execution, reducing overhead and half-complete transactions. Furthermore, instead of being idle, each thread (core) is constantly making progress or checking for new valid guarded commands. All threads terminate almost simultaneously when there are no valid guarded commands. The flexibility of task-based programming facilitates load balance tuning of our program using the technique introduced later.
B. Global Synchronization
According to previous discussions, the fourth command in Figure 1 become valid only when all the other three guarded commands are not enabled. However, a thread cannot check the validation of the fourth command by simply checking the status of global queue to see whether it is empty, because some other threads may still be processing and their operations may re-enable some guarded commands. In the context of Goldberg's algorithm, a push operation will add flow to the target node and may make it active. So besides the status of global queue, we need to introduce a global synchronization mechanism that tells each thread the status of all other threads. In out implementation, a modified version of termination detection barrier (TDBarrier) in [11] is used to do the job.
A TDBarrier contains a counter, implemented by an atomic integer register, and listens to the status of each thread. Before all the threads are launched, a TDBarrier is created and the counter is initialized to be zero. Each time a thread sets itself as idle, it decreases the counter by one; and each time it sets itself as active, it increases the counter by one. When a thread asks TDBarrier about the global thread status, the TDBarrier returns true if the counter equals to zero, indicating that all the threads are idle. Otherwise, the TDBarrier returns false, informing the querying thread that there are still other active threads and it should keep on checking the global queue for potential newlyadded active nodes.
Note that the TDBarrier only does half of the job since each thread has to register its status to the TDBarrier at a proper phase of its own computation. To achieve correct synchronization, each thread registers itself as active before fetching the active nodes from Q, and as idle if the fetching fails.
Theorem 2 ([11]):
The global synchronization mechanism with termination detection barrier described above guarantees correct synchronization of the threads in Figure 2 .
C. Load Balancing
We have introduced a local input buffer q in and a local output buffer qout to hold active nodes (valid commands) in order to reduce the access to global Q. Moreover, the local buffers can be dynamically adjusted to balance the workload among different threads [1] . Due to the heterogeneity of the flow network, it is not unusual that other threads have exhausted all the active nodes in Q and are waiting for one busy thread to flush its output buffer to the global queue so that they can fetch again. In this case, it makes sense for the busy thread to shrink its qout and flushes new active nodes to global queue. Conversely, if other threads are all busy and there are plenty of active nodes in Q, the size of qout should grow back in order to reduce the frequency of accessing Q. The local input buffers are adjusted accordingly. Let b k be the original buffer size for thread k, L be the size of global queue, nactive and ntotal be the number of active and total threads, the dynamic load balance adjustment works as follows:
The above adjustment is carried out by each thread after processing every 100 valid guarded commands.
V. PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS We have implemented the multicore min-cost flow solver using the techniques described in the last section, and tested it on the general graph benches [14] . The speedup in terms of the number of cores is satisfactory. However, when our algorithm is applied to solving the voltage island assignment problem, the speedup is not so good, especially in the 4-core (4C) case. Detailed examination shows that this speedup problem is due to the existence of the ground node, which is introduced to enforce bound constraints (Inequality 3) on the nodes. Figure 3(a) shows the extreme imbalance between the ground node and other nodes in terms of their connecting edges and the number of operations executed on them. Because of the high connectivity and large operation numbers of the ground node, it is highly possible that multiple cores compete for the the ground node at the same time to execute their own commands, which causes heavy contention and slows down our multicore program. Increasing the number of working cores makes the contention problem even worse.
Knowing the cause, we propose a two-fold ground network solution to address the heavy contention problem of our multicore mincost flow solver on the voltage island assignment problem. First, as described in Section II, the function of the ground node is to assert a bound on the arrival time of each block. However, it is not necessary to add such constraint to every node since a bound on the primary inputs/outputs plus the constraint in Inequality 2 guarantees that every internal block satisfies the timing constraint. So we can prune redundant edges between the ground node and the internal nodes, which reduces the number of edges and operations on the ground node.
To further balance the constraint graph, we apply a node splitting technique. The idea is to apportion the connections of IO nodes to the original single ground node to a group of ground nodes. The single ground node is first split into several ground nodes, with the connections of primary IO nodes evenly assigned to them. Then a new ground node is used to bridge all the split nodes to form a ground network with infinite capacity and zero cost. This process is demonstrated in Figure 4 . Every ground node in the constructed ground network has only a few edges. When the number of primary nodes is large, we extend this idea and build a tree-structured ground network. After applying redundant edge pruning and node splitting, the structure and operation statistics on the constraint graph is shown in Figure 3(b) . The reduction in the number of nodes is due to redundant edge pruning. When converting the convex cost flow problem into the min-cost problem, we introduce one edge for each piecewise linear part of the cost function and attach an auxiliary node with it. When the number of edges is reduced, so is the number of nodes. The circled part in Figure 3 (b) corresponds to the ground network. As we can see, the number of edges and relabel operations on these ground nodes are well balanced with the other nodes in the graph. Using the proposed techniques, the heavy contention problem is solved with the balanced constraint flow graph and the multicore min-cost flow solver regains its performance on the voltage assignment problems as shown in Section VI.
VI. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
We have implemented the multicore min-cost flow solver in C++ programming language with Intel Threading Building Blocks [13] . All the experiments are carried out on a Linux server with two dualcore 3.0GHz CPUs and 2GB RAM, which supports up to 4-core parallelism. The multicore program is compiled once and runs with a user-specified number of cores.
First, we demonstrate the effectiveness of performance improvement techniques described in Section V. Using the 4-core (4C) mincost flow solver, we compare the average speedup and contention of the program in solving voltage assignment problems with single ground node and the proposed ground network technique. The test cases are GSRC benchmarks with additional delay-power information provide by the authors of [20] and there are four legal working voltages for each block. Because of nondeterminacy in runtime, the program is run for 10 times on every test case and the results are reported in Table I . The speedup rate is computed against the singlecore program. The number of contentions is defined as the average number of data conflicts seen in a core when it commits guarded commands. Table I shows, especially for the large benchmarks, significant reduction in contention and increased speedup of the proposed multicore solver when the single ground node is replaced by the ground network. In the second experiment, we modified the MSV-driven floorplanner developed in [20] by replacing the voltage assignment module with the proposed multicore solver. Using the same set of GSRC benchmarks, we compare the modified floorplanner with the original floorplanner. The original voltage assignment module is implemented using CS2 [8] , a well-developed sequential min-cost flow solver. Performance comparison between the modified floorplanner and the original one (denoted as [20] ) is given in Table II . All the results denoted as Ours are averaged over the 1-core (1C), 2-core (2C) and 4-core (4C) versions of our floorplanner. It can be seen that our results are very close to those in [20] on all design parameters. Especially, the power cost (P ), which is the objective of the voltage assignment problem, gives almost the same results as in [20] . The tiny differences of the power cost in cases n50 to n300 are caused by the difference of total number of level shifters inserted by the two floorplanners, which consume a small amount of power themselves. With the same number of level shifters inserted, as in the cases of n10 and n30, the power cost is the same, witnessing the correctness of our multicore solver.
The running time comparisons are shown in Table III . The speedup of our program is computed against [20] . For smaller benchmark cases such as n10 to n50, the speedup is small, which is not unexpected due to the implementation overhead such as thread scheduling and maintenance of the global queue. The multi-core programs begin to gain significant speedup against original CS2 on the larger cases such as n100 to n300. Up to 2X speedup of our 4C program against [20] is achieved. We also notice the speed leap from 2C to 4C program, which shows the power of multicore programming when the number of cores increases and the parallel overhead evens out. In the last experiment, we further inspect the scalability of our multicore min-cost flow solver on even larger cases, which are constructed by combining and duplicating the smaller ones. We fix the position of the blocks and run voltage assignment once instead of running the whole floorplanning because it is too time consuming to be finished by the original single-threaded program. More specifically, the original voltage assignment program from [20] cannot deal with cases larger than n600 due to the overflow problem. Thus, we use our single-core program (1C) as the baseline of comparison. Experiments are repeated for 10 times for each case and the average, minimum and maximum speedup rates of the 2C and 4C programs against the 1C are reported in Table IV . An average speedup rate of 2.52 and a maximum of 3.01 are achieved, showing smooth scalability of our multicore min-cost flow solver when handling large problems.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
It is desperately needed for computationally intensive CAD algorithms to speed up with the increasing number of cores in each generation of microprocessors, since their operating frequencies are largely flattened. We proposed in this paper to use nondeterministic transactional programming method to explore concurrency in algorithm design, and developed an approach to program such an algorithm on multicore platforms. By applying the method to the mincost flow problem, one of the most important problems in CAD with tens of applications, we developed a multicore parallel program for the problem. The efficiency and the smooth scalability of the program with increasing number of cores are demonstrated in the important voltage assignment and island floorplanning problem. The design process also convinced us that such a method can be deployed to other problems. We are currently developing other multicore algorithms for CAD applications.
